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One of the early makers of
iron bench planes was the Metallic Plane Company of Auburn New York. They began
operation in 1867 and ended
production by 1880. My interest in them has led to adding several examples of different types of their bench planes
to my collection. One aspect
which got me started on these
was the complexity of innovation embodied in the plane
design described by Nelson
Palmer in his 1867 patent.

PALMER’S PATENT BENCH PLANE

This invention is the basis
for the first bench plane offered by Metallic and, in my
view, documents an extraordinary venture into the marketing of an iron competitor to
wooden planes. Other iron
designs pre-date this patent
and were manufactured by
various companies, but none
offered so many adjustments
to the buyer.
The patent
claims 9 distinct innovations:
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1. Adjustable Throat Opening
2. Cutter Heel Support
3. Cutter Depth Adjustment
4. Cutter Lateral Adjustment
5. Bar/Spur Mechanism
6. Pivoting Cutter Bed with
Toggle Clamp
7. Pitch Adjustment Bearing
with Toggle Clamp
8. Adjustable Chip Breaker
9. Combination Plane Handle
and Throat Adjustment Locking
Feature

Palmer’s design includes all
the above features in a single
highly complex implementation. Let’s look at how these
were actually incorporated in
the manufactured products of
the Metallic Plane Company.
First, there are at least 4 distinct
plane types that were produced
as defined based on patents of
1867, 1871, 1875, and 1876.
This discussion will primarily
Figure 1 Palmer’s Patent
focus on the 1867 patent, although two features associated with its claims appear
across most of the other models.
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President’s Corner
Hello to all CRAFTS
members! As the Spring ends and the Summer approaches I’m looking out my office window and
watching the monsoon rains wash over my newly
mowed lawn. We’ve had four days in a row of grey
skies and rain, so I was happy to finally be able to
cut the lawn during a break in the clouds yesterday.
Thinking about rain, I’m reminded about the interconnectedness of all life. We need the rain, it
makes all things grow. It may be a temporary nuisance but it’s also a necessity. So, taking a long view
of things can renew our optimism of what we are
about.
On that note, I would like to let you know how
happy I am to report the remarkable success of our
April Tool auction at the Oldwick Fire House. Special thanks to Steve Zlucky and his fine team who
collect the tools, catalogue them, promote them on
the CRAFTS website, and orchestrate the selling
process. Also, thanks to the many stand out members
who helped with “set up” and auction running. You
guys worked like a well-trained military unit!
Thanks to Paul Willmott and his son, Chris, for another outstanding, lively and entertaining auctioneering appearance!
The auction was packed with attendees. For a
time, it was standing room only! Our fine Treasurer,
Ed Rentsch, summarizes the auction best, “The auction was a huge success any way you look at it. We
had 34 consigners, 72 purchasers, a packed hall, lots
of tailgaters, a nice financial gain for the club (equal
to more than 250 new memberships) and a great
event for all involved. It is a lot of work and there
is a significant cost to holding it, but it is a signature
event that is part of what sets CRAFTS apart. “
Another CRAFTS worker had these words to
say, “I live in a small town. We have a beautiful
mountain and a beautiful lake. We all work together!”. We are indeed fortunate for all our members
and grateful to you for all that you do to support
CRAFTS.
Later this week the CRAFTS Directors will be
meeting. We have a full agenda. Stay tuned, because
we will have some exciting good news with respect
to our finances and picnic location!
Best to all! Wishing you great tool collecting and
fine weather!
Ivan Raupp

Continued from pg. 1

This design was manufactured in smooth, jack and jointer sizes. Figure 2 below shows an example of a jack plane
that includes most aspects of the patent:

The throat adjustment feature appears in slightly different forms across several of Metallic’s other plane
types as seen in the knob shape and material; as well as
the sex of the threading on the shank of the knob and the
sliding plate. Functionally, these are the same and represent claims 1 and 9 above.

Figure 2 - Palmer’s jack plane.

With the cutter and cap removed, we can see the
complex cutter carriage and lever mechanism that make
this plane truly unique.
Figure 5 - Throat adjustment knobs.

Figure 3 - Adjustable throat plate.

The adjustable throat turns out to be a feature that
Metallic appears to have employed on every iron bench
plane they made. Also universal is the additional improvement of the corrugated sole covered under Elliot
Storke’s 1869 patent. Storke was the Business Manager
of the company and also invented several of their later
designs.
Details of throat adjustment include the recess in the
sole shown on the right and the sliding plate and threaded locking knob on the left in Figure 4.

Figure 4 - Adjustable throat disassembled.

Figure 6 - Types of front knobs.

In the text of
his 1867 patent,
Palmer discusses
how the throat
adjustment may
eliminate the need
for the “break
iron” or chip
breaker. With the
cutter and cap removed in figure 7,
we can see the
complex
cutter
carriage and lever
mechanism that
makes this plane
truly unique.

Figure 7 - Cutter bed, cap and iron.

(Cont. on pg. 4)
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Figure 11 - Cutter installed without the cap.
Figure 8 - Toggle joint carriage adjustment nut raised
from its socket.

The design of our example enables the cap to be
omitted because of the pivoting cutter bed and toggle
jointed lever with adjustment nut, (Figure 8) that mates with a circular socket in the floor of the casting
shown in figure 10.

cutter and the cap. On this plane, the arms of the
yoke protrude through cutouts on each side rail. Another variant of this plane has recesses on the inside
of the rails and the yoke does not protrude through.
When locked in the upright position as per figure 12,
the toggle arm forces the carriage and cutter upward
against the underside of the ends of the yoke, locking
the cutter against the ends of the yoke and by extension, the casting that the yoke is pinned to. The cap is
not required in order to lock the cutter in place. One
benefit of this arrangement that was claimed in an
1870 advertisement was the ability to accommodate
cutters of varying thickness. The same ad notes that
the toggle allows the cutter to be removed “quick as a
wink”.

Figure 9 - Yoke and nibs for cap retention.

The nut is knurled and provides a means to adjust
the length of the toggle jointed arm so that the compression force under the carriage can be controlled.
The carriage is mounted to hinge pins inserted
through the side rails near the floor and behind the
mouth. On the floor of the casting, a yoke is mounted
which extends
across the casting and upward
inside the rails.
The ends
of the yoke
feature a step
and nib which
are
bearing Figure 10 - Socket for carriage adj. nut.
surfaces for the
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Figure 12 - Toggle joint in latched position.

These complete the features that embody Claims
6 and 7. Note the receptacle for the toe of the tote in
figures 10 and 11. This is a fairly secure mount for
the front of the tote, but was dropped at some point in
favor of a small nib on the floor and a corresponding
bore hole on the underside of the tote. The main
screw for the tote is through the sole on the example
plane.
Per Claim 2, Palmer defines a cutter heel support
of a softer material to accurately seat the cutter. The
plane has brass pins inserted through each side rail
just above and behind the mouth.

These can be seen in figure 13, just in front of the carriage hinge bushings.

Claim 8 is an interesting addition of flexibility, although
it is not clear that it added useful benefit. This was the
design of a two-part lever cap with a sliding chip breaker which could be moved up or down the cutter relative
to the mouth by means of a lever. Today the double
iron on most bench planes requires that it be removed
and adjusted by means of a screw head to move the chip
breaker relative to the cutting edge. The cap which is
typical for the 3-lever plane serves as chip breaker and
can be positioned relative to the edge by loosening the
knurled thumbscrew and sliding the cap under the protruding nibs of the yoke. Tightening the thumbscrew
will clamp it against the nibs.

Figure 13 - Cutter heel supports.

The cutter depth adjuster and lateral adjuster each
have a dedicated lever to actuate them and each of their
main elements are supported by the open framework
carriage on which the cutter rests. Mounted to the carriage are two eccentric actuators, depth on the front and
lateral on the backside. The depth actuator consists of a
key shaped disk and extension with a few teeth mounted
on it. The extension moves forward and back in a slot
in the lateral adjustor’s eccentric disk. The teeth of the
rack on the extension mesh with teeth on the back of the
cutter as shown in a prior image. The long lever directly in front of the tote controls the position of the teeth as
it is moved radially. The lateral similarly moves the
cutter by means of two protrusions adjacent to the rack
which press against the edges of the tooth rack on the
backside of the cutter. These comprise the elements of
Claims 3 and 4.

Figure 15 - Cap installed under nibs.

Note that the cutter, (marked Cloverleaf, with a
three leaf clover, Trade Mark Reynolds Barber Auburn
NY), has a field of crosshatching on the side opposite
the bevel, which is mounted down, to provide traction
for the cap iron. The tooth rack is on the back, shown in
figure 16. The cap has cutouts in its sides to allow it to
engage the yoke nibs and slide up or down a short distance prior to the thumbscrew being tightened. The
thumbscrew has a disc on the underside which engages
the crosshatches.

Claims 5 and 8 are not known to me as having been
implemented. Claim 5 is a means to actuate a movement so it is not part of a specific function for the user.

Figure 16 - Details of Cloverleaf cutter and cap.
Figure 14 - Lateral and depth setting adjustments.

Continued on pg. 6
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In conclusion, it would seem that this must have
been among the most complex iron planes of its day
and possibly any time. No doubt it was costly to produce and may have had more bells and whistles than
wooden plane users had use for. It is remarkable for
introducing some features which became very popular
on planes produced by other manufacturers in later
years. Metallic themselves deviated from this design
by introducing at least three other, simpler cutter
mounts, none offering lateral adjustment. These will
be discussed in a separate article.
I would appreciate if readers of this review would
share photos and details of their planes for comparison
purposes. If someone has the two-piece cap iron, that
would be most interesting to see. Also, there is an
alternative to the toggle jointed lock for the cutter carriage described in the patent that was not an explicit
claim. As shown in figure 17, the second sheet of the
patent document, it consisted of two arched pieces
extending from the back of the cutter carriage to the
chassis floor that slide past each other. One is slotted
with a thumbscrew used to lock the position. This
was probably inferior to the toggle joint since there
would be little pressure applied to the underside of the
cutter to hold it in place. The figure also shows the
early depth adjuster similar to that seen on the 1857
patent assigned to J. F. Palmer (possibly Nelson Palmer’s brother, see Roger K. Smith PTAMPIA Vol 1),
but with a lever actuated cam lock over the cutter. I
would be very interested to learn if this variant was
ever produced.
There was at least one other casting
used which is not embossed on the heel and toe of the
topside, instead carrying a stamp at the base of the side
rail.
This is also the one discussed earlier which
lacks the rail cutouts for the yoke ends. Another variation lacks the cast receptacle for the toe of the tote.
Some do not have the cove or scallop on the tote or
underside of the knob. I would like to see the range of
variations and to know of other differences not discussed here. Any advertisements or means of applying dates to the plane variants would also be appreciated. I will compile any and all inputs shared and try to
document them as a type study in a future article.

Figure 17 Palmer’s Alternate cutter carriage lock.

For Further Information:
D’Elia, Andrew – American Wood and Metal Planes
Roberts, Kenneth D. and Jane W. – Planemakers and
Other Edge Tool Enterprises in New York state in the
Nineteenth Century Revised Second Edition
Smith, Roger K. - Patented Transitional and Metallic
Planes in America (PTAMPIA) Volumes 1 and 2
US Patent 64790 : http://datamp.org/patents/
displayPatent.php?number=64790&typeCode=
WK Fine Tools : http://otools1.wkfinetools.com/
planes/MetalPlaneCo/MetalPlaneCo-index.as

edwardrentsch@comcast.net
Broadside ad featuring Nelson Palmer’s Patent. (Kenneth D.
Roberts Collection) from "Patented Transitional & Metallic
Planes in America 1827-1927" by Roger K. Smith
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Atwood Mining Clinometer
By Stephen Sedor

panies before buying the firm of Carl Rahsskopff
which name he changed to A. Lietz & Co. in
1882.

Whoever coined the phrase "good things
The earliest reference I can find to Attwood's
come in small packages" must have been talking
clinometer is from 1896 in an illustrated catalog
about a wooden bodied M. Attwood's mining cliof J.C. Sala in which is shown a similar example
nometer. Well okay, probably not. Nonetheless,
as made by Sala, but in aluminum (I'm aware of
what is packed into this six inch gem of a combino such examnation pocket tool is
ples). The Sala
pretty
remarkacatalog states,
ble. When you hold
"This is a very
it in your hand it is
useful and prachard not to be imtical instrument
pressed with how
for the use of
well the tool is made
the miner, proand how well all the
spector, millman
features were incorand foreman of
porated in something
mines. It is light
so small. It's a plumb
and can be carand level, inclinomeried in the pockter, compass, and to
et. With the aid
top
it
off
has
of
a
small
Face side of the Attwood clinometer with clinometer dial and chart of
sights. While some “Fall of Angles”. Also note pop up sights and level on top surface.
straight-edge,
readers may be familany inclination or
iar with the more comangle can be determined. It is admirably adapted
mon aluminum framed variation of Attwood's
for the arranging of sluices and setting of amalmining clinometer, this is to my knowledge the
gamating plates or timbering in drifts or inclines
only wooden bodied variation of the tool. It is
in a mine."
marked as having been made by A. Lietz & Co.
of San Francisco, CA. There are other like
It would seem
wooden bodied tools marked by Lietz, but none
these would have
I'm aware of employ Attbeen more popuwood's features and are
lar since they
not marked as his mining
were small and
clinometer with his fall of
handy, and could
angles table.
easily have been
carried in the
Adolph Lietz was born
pocket of a miner,
in 1860 in northern Gerbut for whatever
many in the city of Leureason don't apbeck, one of Germany's
pear
to
have
major port cities. Lietz
caught on as they
immigrated to America in
are very rare. As
1879 and settled in San
mentioned above,
Francisco
where
he
this is the only
Back side of Attwood clinometer with compass. Note level vial
worked for a number of
example
I'm
in side, it is also on the other end.
scientific instrument comaware of.
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A Trip To The D’Elia Antique Tool Museum
By Bob Garay

Recently Herb Kean asked if I wanted to take a
day trip to Andy D’Elia’s Antique Tool Museum in
Connecticut. It did not take me more then a second to
tell him yes, as I knew this would be a great tool filled
adventure. We left at 6-am and hit only light traffic
most of the way for our 3-1/2 hour trip. Of course as
Herb is always hungry we stopped for breakfast half
way there for a break. We were on a particular mission to deliver a special Israel White three arm patented plow plane to Andy for his collection. (See figure 1.) This is a rare plow plane with only a couple
known with different variations in their design.

Figure 2 - Israel White bridle plow plane already from
the D’Elia collection. Note that it does not have the ivory
embellishments the plane in figure - 1 has.

ivory piece for the depth stop measurement indicator.
The bodies on all three plows were beech wood as
was the bridles. On Andy’s plane the bridle was faced
with ebony. The exterior arms on the bridled planes
were ebony and the center threaded arm and nut was
beech.

Figure 1 - Israel White 3-arm bridle plow plane with
ivory nuts, ivory scale strip on front arm and small ivory
strip for depth stop indicator on left side of body.

When we got to the museum Andy was focused
on the Israel White plane and he opened the showcase
to take out the two Israel White three arm patented
planes he had. Herb took his out of the box and
placed it with the other two Andy put on the table.
Herbs was the missing link in the collection. It was a
plane with features that fit between the other two
planes Andy had. It felt like a homecoming that was
meant to be.
All three Israel White plow planes were made unhandled. The plane Herb brought was a bridled plow
plane similar to some English plows. One of the
White planes in Andy’s collection was also bridled
and similar to Herbs. What was different was on
Herbs plane Israel White included ivory tips on the
arms, a ivory scale strip on the forward arm, and a
THE TOOLSHED - JUNE 2018
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Figure 3 - Patented Israel White three arm plow that
closely matches the Jan. 9, 1834 patent #7951X. Note it
has the same ivory embellishments as the Israel White
plane in figure - 1.

The
other Israel
White
three arm
plow
plane was
different
in that it
was unbridled,
yet had
some features that Figure 4 - Depth stop ivory scale on the parelated to tented 3-arm plow as is on the Bridle plow
Herb brought.
the plane
Herb had brought. Like Herb’s plane it also had ivory
tips, an ivory measurement scale on the forward arm
and a ivory piece for the depth stop scale. This unbridled plow also did not have ebony arms or an ebony
wedge. It featured a beech wood body, arms, fence and
wedge. It had a boxwood nut and rosewood boxing on
the fence. Andy was very happy as he felt the plane
Herb had brought fit nicely into the collection as an inbetween sample of Israel Whites three-arm plow planes.
As these two guys discussed the Israel White planes
I started to browse the huge collection of patented
planes. I looked specifically for a couple of New Jersey
planes. I soon found some very rare “Gage” planes.
Below in fig. 5, is a D.A.Bridges 1883 patented plane.
When patented David Bridges assigned three quarters
of patent to John Gage. It does very closely resemble
the manufactured Gage plane. The body shape with the

Figure 5 - D.A.Bridges patent plane No. 271,569, January 30,
1883. This is the earliest patented plane associated with the
Gage Tool Company.

The Bridges patent plane opened up to see the assembly, as it is very similar to the final Gage plane. This
plane has its nose stamped -D.A.Bridges Patent.

razee style beech wood body is the same as Gage used.
The handle attachment to the base and the steel cap on
the black painted tote is exact, as is the front knob. The
depth adjustment and cutter cap assembly is also used
in the final Gage planes. It was special to see the inspiration to the New Jersey made Gage planes.
Andy discussed with me the Gage planes he had
and two more really caught my attention.

Above - two very rare Gage block planes. Right
is possible prototype low angle plane. Left is rare
patented adjustable angle block plane.
Continued on pg. 10
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The Gage block planes are a newer addition to the
D’Elia collection since the last time I was there. On
April 15, 1913 John P. Gage was granted patent No.
1,059,137 for a block plane. One of the planes Andy
showed me is a low angle block plane that he and others think is a prototype plane. It has the patent date on
rails that support the iron and Gage Tool Co. on the
opposite side of the iron. It has a odd shaped front
knob similar to the one shown in the patent drawing.
The other block
plane is a very
rare regular angle
plane that has an
adjustment feature similar to
that used on his
wood
bottom
planes. I had seen
this plane before
in
the
Bob
Whitacre collection and he cher- Above bottom is the low angle Gage
ished it as one of prototype block plane. Above it is the
the finest planes in rare Gage regular angle block plane.
his collection.
Seeing as I
was interested in
New Jersey planes
Andy showed me
a very rare New
Jersey plane. It is a
bronze
filletster
plane marked “Lowes
Patent”
yet an extensive
search has not
turned up any patent information on Above - Lowes Patent filletster plane.
this plane. It has handsome construction with the

Above left is left side of Lowes Filletster plane. Right is closeup of maker and patent marks claiming NJ connection.

bronze body and rosewood handle and knob.
As the little No.1 planes has always held a fascination with me it was special for me to see the collection
Andy had on display in the showcase as you enter his
museum. In photo to
right from bottom is a
Birmingham No.98, a
Chaplin 0-1/2, A
Stanley No.1, A Union No.0, and last a
Birmingham No.98. I
thought having one
Stanley No.1 plane in
a collection was exceptional.
It was a great day
at the museum and as
usual Andy was a
great host taking the
time to answer every
question I had and
freely showing me
Collection of No. 1 size planes.
the details of every
plane I showed interest in. I would suggest a visit to
every CRAFTS member.
Contact Andy at - Email delia@snet.net or visit his
museums website - http://www.deliatoolmuseum.com/

Of course it would not be proper to discuss the D’Elia Antique Tool Museum without mention of the stained glass
windows. There are numerous antique tool related stain glass masterpieces. Above are just two of the many Andy had
specially made for his museum. Tools as art and art as tools—wonderful!
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CRAFTS April Meeting Presentation
Marc Benedict—Historic Shoe Maker

WANT ADS
Help With Tool Collections - I can assist you with tool collection. Finding buyers for your tools., total shop cleanouts. Call Bob Garay (973) 398
-5875 or email- takeadip@optonline.net.
Authentic Tools for traditional trades – jane@shorthillstudio.com
www.TimelessToolsandTreasures.com - 603-588-2603
Need Help disposing of your tools or home items? Entire or partial house
clean-outs available. Call Steve Zluky at 908-534-2710.
JIMBODETOOLS.COM – The largest antique tool website on earth
buying and selling fine antique tools. Call Jim at 518-537-8665 or email
jim@jimbodetools.com.
The Tool Exchange –Australia’s home of fine old tools for sale. Our
website has over 18,000 photos of tools. We ship to over 30 countries.
www.toolexchange.com.au
WV Tools: CRAFTS member and eBay seller concentrating on bitstock
tools and more.
Check Out – Tom Lamond’s yesteryearstools.com, an internet magazine
on hand tools, their makers and their markings.
Wanted - Bell System tools and electrician’s pliers. Ted Davidson 609731-6915
Antique Tool Restoration - John Porritt, Spencertown, NY. 518-3920603, email - PORRITT3@GMAIL.COM
Whitney House Antiques Tool Shop - Antique & user quality tools for
sale - Lafayette Mill Antique Center, Lafayette, NJ www.whitneyhousetoolshop.com
Wanted - Stanley rules in very good to fine condition: #’s - 14(6”,2f), 52,
58-1/2,59,70,72,73,76,76C,77,81,82,83. Stew May, 201-907-0823
Wanted - Better planes by Grant, Marley, Alford, J.Stiles, SE Jones,
C.Allen, Tobey, Oothoudt, Jamain, Douglass. E.Baldwin -,Joe Hauck,
908-236-2072.

At the April
CRAFTS meeting this past April
we had a beautiful day for a
meeting. It was
chilly but a good
sunny day that
allowed a good
parking lot tailgate session. At
1pm we all settled down for a Marc Benedict demonstrates
presentation by how the leather is formed
Benedict over the wooden shoe last.
Marc
involving historic shoe making.
Marc introduced members to the historic
background of shoe making. It was a skilled
craft that was hard work as craftsman usually
worked dawn to dusk in the fabrication of
leather shoes. As most members of a village
needed shoes there was a need in every town
for a skilled shoe maker. It paid more then the
average farmer in the 18th century but the shoe
maker had more expenses, with a shop, workers, and supplies. Thus often it was a family
enterprise with wife and children working on
some facet of the shoe production. Often an apprentice
was taken on and the craftsman had to take on added
expense for the extra work
performed.
For a shoe to be made
first a maple or beech wood
“shoe last” had to be made. Leather tacked onto wood
This was a wooden form shoe last.
matching the size and shape
of the owners foot. There was no left or right foot shoe,
as before 1900 all shoes were made the same. The cut
leather was formed in
pieces around this form
and tacked in place to
hold the leather while
working. Thus it is common to see shoe lasts with
many pin holes around
certain areas. A paper
Shoemaker’s hammers.
pattern was placed on the

leather and a rounding knife was used to cut the leather.
This knife style goes back 1000 years as a leather working knife. Then the leather parts would be stitched together sometimes by the wife if it was a family business.
The holes were punched in the leather and needles with
waxed thread would form overlapping joinery or angled
butt joints which was very tough work.
Shoes cost the owner 6 shillings to make and the
average farm laborer was only making 1 shilling a day
so it took a whole weeks pay to purchase a pair of shoes.
It was a very
interesting presentation and Marc
kept it lively and
stimulating.
Thanks to Marc
for sharing his historical
expertise Leather shoes of the 18th C style that
with
CRAFTS. Marc has made.
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CRAFTS of New Jersey
15 N. River Styx Rd.
Hopatcong, NJ 07843

TOOL EVENTS

CRAFTS 2018 AUCTION

June 3 - Crafts of NJ Meeting, Masonic Lodge, High Bridge, NJ,
Ivan Raupp, ivanraupp@aol.com
June 30 - M-WTCA Area P Meet, Adamstown, PA, 2800 North
Reading Road, Don Stark, Starkcd@aol.com, 717-367-5207.
June 30 - July 8– Kutztown Folk Festival, 69th Annual Kutztown
Fair Grounds, PA www.kutztownfestival.com
July 21-22 – Jacktown 46TH Annual Antique Gas Engine & Tractor Show, Bangor, PA. www.jacktown.org. Many CRAFTS
members set up & sell at this event.
July 19-21 – MJD Tools Open House, Listed Auction, Avoca,
NY. Martin Donnelly. www.mjdtools.com, 800-869-0695. It is
the “Woodstock” of tool events.
Sep. 9 – Crafts Annual Picnic, Ivan Raupp - Ivanraupp@aol.com
Members set up & sell for free at tailgating event in AM. Tool
displays with antique tools awards for displays.
Sept. 13-15 – Donnelly Antique Tool Auction, Nashua, NH
www.mjdtools.com, 800-869-0695.
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Above photos of
the morning tailgating sales. Right
is photo of auction
action with the son
of auctioneer Paul
Willmott practicing his auctioneering skills.

